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Comparison Between Gold Rates and Sensex Essay Correlation: Correlation is a statistical technique that can show
whether and how strongly pairs of.

Stock market is very unpredictable and a company can loose its standing in the economy for the smallest of
mistakes or problems faced, but Gold on the other hand will never loose its value and this has been evident for
thousands of years and it is even today used as a precious metal. Analyst2: Fluctuations in Gold prices are bent
by the fluctuations in Sensex i. These kinds of quantities subject a good good deal. Thus, based on this
alternation change in Sensex has an aftereffect on Gold amount but it is actual small. The price of Gold
continued to rise but on a constant basis and with a gradual increase. Thus in the long run, gold has proven to
be an efficient investment when combined with the Sensex. From the graph it can be seen that the Sensex
rallied from May from the level leaving the Gold behind, this continued till January where the Sensex reached
its all time high of  The Gold is an important Asset in agreement on Advance as it additionally offers the
account on diversifying the Portfolio risk. To apply the Correlation and regression concept, we consider an
investor who plans to invest in Gold looking at the rise in the gold prices. The regular annualized inflation to
get your on top of time is actually 7. This allows businesses to be publicly traded, or raise additional capital
for expansion by selling shares of ownership of the company in a public market. Since gold is an important
saving instrument in India and is very often used as a hedge against inflation, it is expected that gold may be
looked upon as alternative asset for thos e holding idle money and for speculative purposes. The next part of
the research period saw the Sensex crash but the price of Gold was not affected with the crash. For an investor
with a long time horizon, a high amount of gold could be more easily defended than for a short term investor.
You must remember how during the demonetisation, there were stories of housewives who secretly squirreled
away large amounts of cash. Expanding finances is of which complex. The Sensex has the top 30 stocks.
Analyst 2: Through the accretion appearance that commenced in , gold prices kept rising. The above graph can
be divided into three parts. Held securely in national vaults as a reserve asset, gold has an irrefutable logic;
released from the tombs of pharaohs and emperors alike, gold has an undeniable magic. Disclaimer: The
opinions expressed in this column are that of the writer. Objective of the study Relationship between the stock
market and the bullion market.


